Examples of bizarre behavior:
- Incoherent or babbling speech
- Nudity or removing clothing
- Delusions: (paranoid - "they are out to get me", grandiose - "I am God" or "I am a famous singer", religious - "I hear angels/demons speaking to me")
- Hallucinations: talking to or listening to people who are not there, touching invisible things.
- Severe disorientation: Unaware of place, date, or self

Student Exhibits Bizarre or Unusual Behavior

Is it between 8:30 am and 4:45 pm?

- NO => Call LUPD and request emergency psychiatric transport
- YES => Walk the student over to the UCC
  
  Student won't go? Call LUPD @ (504)865-3434 & have them meet you

FILL OUT A CARE/CONCERN REPORT AT: https://publicdocs.maxient.com/incidentreport.php?LoyolaUnivNO